Fedora 6 Feature Tracking

1. ✓ Replacement of Modeshape with OCFL
2. Resource Management
   a. Containment relationships
   b. ✓ RDF (Create, Retrieve)
   c. ✓ RDF (Replace)
   d. ✓ Binary (Create, Retrieve)
   e. ✓ Binary (Replace) [FCREPO-3103 - Replace a binary resource (HTTP->PersistentStorageSession)] [CLOSED]
   f. External Binaries: [FCREPO-3239 - Support creation of external binaries] [OPEN]
   g. ✓ Create Container as Archival Group (nested resources within an OCFL Object)
   h. ✓ RDF Resource Update (PATCH)
   i. ✓ Resource Deletion
   j. Direct and Indirect Container support
3. Transations
   a. Multi-resource transactions
4. Rebuild from Fedora generated OCFL
5. Rebuild from non-Fedora OCFL
6. Messaging
7. Fixity
   a. ✓ Fixity on ingest
   b. ✓ Fixity on demand
   c. State Tokens
8. Versioning
   a. On-demand version creation
   b. ✓ Retrieve list of versions (mementos) [FCREPO-3237 - List resource versions] [IN REVIEW]
   c. Retrieve individual mementos
   d. ✓ Toggle auto-versioning for entire repository: [FCREPO-3131 - Enable configuration of default commit policy] [CLOSED]
9. ACLs
10. HTML UI
    a. Containment relationship display
11. Simple Search
12. Fedora 3 -> 6 migration tooling (migration-utils)
13. Fedora 4 & 5 -> 6 migration
14. Documentation